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The challenge of presenting the gospel to a post-Christian society. 

Hector J. Ramirez Martinez 

  

1- An introduction: 

 
   Whether we know it or not, the truth of the matter is that we are living at a time when 
things are not what they used to be, a time where that layer of Christianity or Christendom 

which used to pervade the background of the Western countries, it´s social, political, moral, 
religious and family life, has not only disappeared but, it has been replaced by a new 
paradigm, a new mindset that has been established and has permeated all of the aspects, 
stratum and institutions of the Western countries. And what is even more astonishing, this 
drastic change has taken place before our very eyes without the majority of the people being 

aware of what has actually happened.  
 

   Though this seems to be a new movement, nonetheless, this is a fact that some of the most 
prominent European people have been speaking and debating for over a Century now since 
the end of the First World War in 1918. Many of them actually called it the most devastating 
crises the West has ever known, and it has affected all the fundamental aspects of society 
including the collapse of reason itself. Despite the fact that this new situation has also been 
associated in the last years with the financial crises, and even more lately with the Covid19, 
the truth is that not only it has much less to do with money or the Covid, than with the 
erosion and loss of moral and spiritual values; and that it comes from a long way back. This 
crisis in the West has become so serious in the last years, that there are people, many of them 
not even Christians, who have been raising their voices and advocating for a return to 
“Christian” ethics, whatever that means for many of them. 
 
   This new state of affairs not only presents one of the greatest challenges for the preaching 
of the gospel message; but it has produced a threat and menace to anyone who aspires to live 
in a free and open society. Not to mention that it will have devastating consequences for our 
professing Christian faith. Given this state of affair, our reaction cannot be one of fear or 
retreat, but it should be one of seeking to understand our enemy and get hold of God´s Word 
and guidance to face him. According to the Bible when there is no spiritual discernment 
among God´s people what usually ends up happening is that Christians will begin adopting 
the ways and beliefs of the world and at the end apostasy will set in. Therefore, it is our aim 
to contribute, even in a small way, to shine some light into what is going on right now in our 
society.  

 
     To do this, let me start by quoting what some of the most prominent intellectual people 
have been saying about this situation for quite some time already, becauie it will give us a 
background to the present situation. Johan Huizinga, a well known historian,  in his book In 
the Shadow of Tomorrow written in the 1930s said: "... the things that we considered the most 
solid and sacred have begun to wobble, truth and humanity, reason and justice." Solzhenitsyn, 

Russian writer and historian: "The failings of the human conscience deprived  of its divine  
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dimension have been a determining fact in all the major crimes of the 20th century that began 
with the First World War ... this war took place when Europe fell into an outburst of self-
mutilation that did no more than undermine its vitality throughout a century and perhaps 
forever. Malcolm Muggeridge, British writer and journalist: "It is difficult not to conclude that 
the man of the twentieth century decided to end himself. He causes the walls of his own city 
to collapse, until in the end he has brutalized himself to the point of imbecility...” Marshall 
Berman, American writer, in his book "All that is Solid Melts in the Air” in 1980. "To be modern 
is to find ourselves in an environment that promises adventures, power, joy, growth, 
transformation of ourselves and the world and that, at the same time, threatens to destroy 
everything we have, everything we know, everything we are". And finally, the Swiss 
theologian Emil Brunner: "In the course of fifteen centuries a Christian civilization has been 
created, and that civilization is at stake right now, and there is doubt about its survival." 
 
   Now, in light of this gloomy and devastating diagnosis we must ask ourselves what is a 
possible Christian answer. But at the same time we need to realize that we would not have an 
answer to this question if we do not have a clear idea of what the real situation is that is 
going on in our society. This is how the Lord Jesus Christ put it to the Pharisees and Sadducees  
of his day: “You know how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but you cannot interpret 
the signs of the times”. And John Stott, the British theologian and pastor believed that 
Christians need to do what he called a “double listening”; which means listening to the Word 

of God and to the world.  He said that not many Christians study the world in which we live to 
understand it and then be able to relate the Word of God to it in a way which is relevant and 
resonates with the questions and challenges of modern unbelieving people. 

   Not been able to understand this, we may find ourselves giving answers to questions 
people do not really have. Most postmodern, post-Christian people are not concerned with 
sin, morality, hell, heaven or repentance. So what is the use of giving them answers concerning 
these issues? But, of course, they still are human beings made in the image of God, so they do 
have other questions that are now put and stated in a completely different way, and based on 
the new mindset which has already permeated most of society. Another fact that needs to be 
taken into account is that a sense of confrontation and division has been created, where 
people cannot talk or discuss issues and disagree in a civilised way anymore. This is 
probably one of the most important aspects that need to be considered by Christians, since 
we do not want to fall into the trap of the enemy and contribute to this confrontation; but 
provide a Godly way of dealing with these enormous and colossal challenges. So, in the 
context of offering answers to the confused and devastating situation we have right now, we 
must understand that, even though people´s questions do not seem to be related to issues of 
heaven, hell, morals or repentance; they do have other questions which, if we listen and engage 

them with the Holy Spirit´s help and guidance, there will be a great possibility that a door 
may be opened to make postmodern people think and engage the issues of heaven. I will now 
try to explain this, since these are some of the issues God has been emphasizing to us in the 
last years as a ministry.  

2. The background to the social situation:  

   Since the XVIII century with the advent of the Enlightenment there have been many 
ideologies that have tried to change the structure of society with the aim of providing man  
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with a more prosperous, just and comfortable life; ideologies such as capitalism, Marxism, 
liberalism, positivism, fascism, etc. But the interesting thing is that all of them, regardless of 
whether they are good or bad, right or wrong, have tried to change social structures, the 
economy, the class system, production systems, political structures, and so on. However, in the 
case of the crisis facing western society at this time, its seriousness lies in the fact that it does 

not only affect production systems, economics or the class system, but the very nature of the 
human being as such; the composition and constitution of a person, his actual make up. To 
understand this better, we need to go back and think about some of the major events that 
have taken place in recent European and Western history. I am not a historian or a sociologist 
myself, but before I became a Christian I was a strong communist activist, interested in social 
changes; and as I have said before, as Christians we are called to have an understanding of 
what is going on around us, so we will be able to know how to relate the gospel to the 
questions people have in a way which is relevant to them.  
 
   As we all know, there have been three major events that have shaped the face of the 
Western world in the last 120 years and have left long and lasting consequences. The first 
World War 1914-18, The Communist Revolution in Russia in 1917, that later spread to China and 
other countries in the world, and The Second World War 1939-45. These major events in 
themselves, according to historians, have been the major cause for the rise of the irrational 
attitude of postmodernism in the West. A historian said once that The First World War: “has 

permanently damaged the mental outlook of European society, it brought in a season of 
cynicism, agnosticism and unbelief”. Now, that being absolutely true, there have been other 
none violent revolutions which are less talked about but have greatly impacted and shaped 
the way most Western countries are today.  

   Probably the most important one is the so called Cultural Revolution. For those of you who 
may not be familiar with this movement; it is nothing less than a strategy that aims at 
demolishing from within the basis of the civilization of a country someone wants to destroy, 
its culture, way of life, beliefs, morality, scale of values, etc. Joseph de Maistre, a French, writer and 

diplomat, said at the beginning of the 19th century: "Until now, nations were killed by 
conquest, that is by invasion. But can a nation not die without resettlement or invasion, by 
allowing the flies of decomposition to corrupt to the very core of those original and basic 

principles which make it what it is?" And this is exactly what was behind the cultural 
revolutionary movement that begun to be systematized in the 1920s, following the creation of 
what was called the Frankfurt School in Germany. This movement went on later to be a major 
influence in the creation of the counterculture movements of the 60s and 70s in the West. Now, 
the reason for the birth of the Frankfurt School was the failure of The Russian Revolution to 
implement and establish the communist revolution in the countries of the West. The frontal 
attack on the West then had to be refocused using the strategy Carl Marx had already drawn 
up: “Here is what we have to accomplish: Ruthless criticism of all that exists”. By this he 
meant not only politics, religion, law and family, but all the elements of Western culture. As he 
put it again in his own words: “All that is solid has to melt in the air”. 
 
   And this is how the Frankfurt School was founded in 1923 with the purpose of 
accomplishing just that. Their main motto was to “Make Western Civilisation stink”. According 
to some historians this movement has been much more harmful to Western civilization than  
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the Russian Revolution itself. The School was designed to organize a revolutionary 
programme that could be adapted to the Western countries, the actual full name of the school 
was Institute for Social Studies. Its members were people like Max Horkheimer, Georg Lukacs, 
Theodore Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, Erik Fromm, and other prominent figures of the 
intellectual Marxist and Communist movements. The most interesting thing to notice about 
the influence of this institution, in the development of the most important social and cultural 
changes in the West; is that After Hitler came to power in 1933 in Germany, the Frankfurt 
School was closed and its members had to flee to the United States. Surprisingly enough, 
they landed in universities like Columbia, Princeton, Brandeis, and Berkeley which opened their 
doors wide open for them. But, of course, they already had a clear program they wanted to 
implement, and what better place to start doing this than the American Universities. Their aim 
was to promote the corruption of all the institutions that gave stability and unity to any 
Western country starting from the Universities, the family, the church, the government, etc. 
And now we can see why they were so influential in the counterculture revolution movement 
of the 60s and 70s with people like Herbert Marcuse and others like the ones I have mentioned 
above. In fact, some of the books published by this group of people, were crucial and very 
influential in shaping the mentality of many of the students in American universities in the 
60s and 70s. Books like Eros and Civilization published in 1955 and 1966; The Authoritarian 
Personality by Theodore Adorno and other authors, 1950; The Dialectic of Enlightment by 
Adorno and Horckheimer 1947, etc. 

 
   But despite the great and powerful influence the Cultural Revolution had in the creation of 
the new mindset in the West, together with the three major events I mentioned at the 
beginning of this reticule, they were not the only ones that contributed to make the Western 
world what it is today. There was also the very influential group of French thinkers like J. 
Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir who published her book The Second Sex in 1949, Levi Straus, 
Jacques Lacan, Rolan Barthes, Michel Faucoult, Jacques Derrida; and in the last years, the 
Gender Ideology and the Radical Feminist movements. All these major events and movements 
began to come together from the 1960s onwards, and have come to produce the drastic change 
in paradigm in which we find ourselves right now in the Western countries and which can be 
define by one word only: Globalism. They all laid the foundation for the creation of the new 
ideologies that have been slowly spreading into many Western countries in recent years, 
things like animalism, transgenderism, trans-speciesism, transhumanism, posthumanism, climate 
change, the new pro-immigration movement, some of the new and radical nationalist movements 
and even, as described by the Israeli writer Yuval Noah Hararie in his book Homo Deus, 
published in 2015, man becoming and adopting the position of a god, who seriously aspires, 
with the help of science and technology, to reach immortality. The same writer acknowledges 
that Western man, having tried first to change the world around him, now realizes that what 
he really needs to change is he himself. And that is what trans-humanism and others have been 
rapidly doing in the last years with the help of science, technology and laws implemented by 
some governments.  
 
   Thus, one or the important things to notice in all this is that, since one of the consequences 
of this drastic change has been to take God out to the picture and make the Western countries 
secular democracies, we live now in the age of post-truth; there are no absolute values and truths 
anymore; it all depends on feelings, desires, wishes, personal interest and hidden agendas.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Second_Sex
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As we all know, gender identity is defined by what the person feels at any given time, 
regardless of what they are in reality according to a physical, genetic or biological make-up. 
And by the same token, the trans species ideology believe that a person could also be a dog, a 
cat or any other animal trapped in a human body, if that is what he or she feels, and so on. 
 
   Some of these ideologies and movements may seem either laughable or insane to some 
people, but it is what is happening right now in the supposedly educated, advanced and 
civilized world of Western society. If the 20th Century was the time of wars, genocides and 
political and cultural revolutions; the 21st is the trend of the post and trans, post-truth, post-
modern, trans-human, trans-gender, etc. and, above all, the era of globalism. As Friedrich 
Nietzsche, probably the German philosopher who most contributed to the secularization of 
the European societies put it: “the new superman is beyond good and evil”. This is then, the time 
when man has begun to reinterpret himself and reinterpret everything else around him, from 
his mere rational, autonomous and purely materialistic perspective; to the point of being 
unwilling to accept and recognize the very laws of nature. As someone put it, it is “man´s last 
rebellion against God”. 

 
   In the midst of this bleak situation, one of the most striking things that has taken place is 
that, all these new and bizarre movements and ideologies have began to be forcefully 
implemented in most Western democracies with the help of governments, the judicial systems, 

the educational institutions, and the main stream media. There is a whole battery of regulations 
that have already been imposed by dint of law or decree on the rest of society. And this has 
not taken place under the most despotic dictatorships, but in the Western democracies, 
without information, consultation and awareness of the majority of the population. As we 
have said, it is no longer about changing social, political or cultural structures; it is nothing less 
than the imposition of a new anthropological conception of humanity, a drastic change in 
paradigm that has and is taking place before our very eyes. Something completely new which 
had never happened in the whole history of humanity. 
 
3-The Ars Vitalis Foundation: 
 

   Therefore in this devastating, irrational and colossal mindset, we must realize as Christians, 
that what we have before us is a gigantic and titanic challenge. How can we offer hope to a 
society which has not only lost the concept of sin, repentance or salvation; but the very need for 
absolutes, truth itself and moral and spiritual values? And if we are honest and see this situation 
from the point of view of a Christian world view, there are no rational or human ways to 
overcome this. In fact, though the Bible encourages us to “give good reason of the hope that 
is in us” and to “understand the times”, it also teaches us that “the weapons of our warfare 
are not carnal, but mighty through God”, and that “our struggle is not against flesh and 
blood”. Therefore, the challenging task of reaching this postmodern, post-Christian man can 
only be done with the weapons provided by God and not only with our own rational means. 
And this is where prayer, intercession and a complete dependence on God has to play a very 
important role.  
 
    The last aspect which is worth taking into account in wanting to serve God in this needed, 
Western world, is that new ways and approaches have to be found that can resonate with the  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Nietzsche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Nietzsche
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needs and questions this new paradigm has raised. We must find ways of engaging the new 
issues being raised from a biblical perspective and in a way which is relevant for our specific 
present situation. In our experience of the last 13 years with the Ars Performing Arts Centre, 
we have discovered the great potential of the arts, for creating a platform and an atmosphere 
of reflexion, information and discussion on some the crucial issues. We have also been able to 

see how this dialogue has provided a bridge for introducing the relevance of the gospel 
message. This is also one of the reason why we have decided to become The Arts Vitalis 
Founation. It is our goal now, from this new platform, to continue to provide a place for 
information, instruction, reflexion and discussion on the urgent need to recover the foundations of 
life that have been lost: family, marriage, sex identity, authority, justice, truth and reason itself, in 
the midst of the tenacious effort to “decompose “the original Christian and basic principles of 
the Western societies. As Dorothy Sayers put it some years ago, “When the laws regulating 
human society... come into collision with the nature of things, and in particular with the 
fundamental realities of human nature, they will end by producing an impossible situation 
which, unless the laws are changed, will issue in such catastrophes as war, pestilence and 
famine.... Defy the commandments of the natural law, and the race will perish in a few 
generations; co-operate with them, and the race will flourish for ages to come”.  
 
   As a ministry, it is not our purpose only to help our society get back to the status quo which 
existed before all this irrational plan began. We believe the ground has to be prepared for a 
reasonable dialogue on moral and spiritual values that can then open the way for the 
presentation of the gospel message. This is the only reason why the dialogue has to be started 
and promoted on the actual good of those structures and the need for them to be recovered. 
G. K. Chesterton said ones that the problem was not that Western man had lost their faith but 
that they had lost their minds. And D. Bonhoeffer believed that the defining quality of the post-
Christian European man was that they had gone out of their senses, and that before we could 

offer them the gospel we would need to help them come around again. And we believe this 
is one of the ways in which, through the arts, we can help do that.  
 
   In our experience of the last 13 years as the Ars Performing Arts Centre, we have clearly 
seen that this kind of approach first helps people to reflect on the fact that there may be a 
natural order and an objective truth that cannot be denied if we want to keep humanity from 

being completely annihilated. And secondly it opens the way for a reasonable conversation 
on moral and spiritual values that opens the way for the introduction and discussion of the 
relevance of the Bible and the gospel message. Yes, it is a long way around but, I am afraid, 
given the situation we are as a society it may be one of the very few ways we still have left to 
connect and establish a dialogue with this new man in a way which may resonate with them.  
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